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Introduction

This lecture is based on the accompagnying textbook Tracers in
Hydrology (Leibundgut, Maloszewski, and Külls 2009). The lecture
includes five major units:

1. The right choice of tracers, tracer properties, the tracer
approach

2. Experimental Design for different hydrological compartments
3. Modelling of tracer experiments with different approaches and

models
4. Data analysis and making use of data for applications in water

systems research
5. Exercises (Group and online)
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The Tracer Approach

The information on the hydrological system converges in runoff
and in the tracer properties of runoff (quality, artificial tracers,
environmental isotopes.)

Convergence of information in Q(t), E(t) and C(t)
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The Tracer Approach

Tracer hydrology is the scientific method of coding and decoding
information contained in water properties and artificial or
environmental substances transported by water.

Tracer hydrology as part of hydrological sciences and with
its main tools and methods
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Tracers

Classification
There are artificial, pollution and environmental tracers.
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Current tracers
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Applications of artificial tracers
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Applications in water sciences

Tracer applications span of hydrological compartments and a wide
range of purposes from basin delineation (groundwater, to residence
time estimation or origin assigment). They can be subdivided
according to:

• compartment type: rivers, lakes, glacers, groundwater, soil
• function and purpose: velocity estimation, discharge
measurement, protection zones

• scale and circumstances of applications: micro- (cm to m),
meso- (100m to 1000m), macro-scale (> 1000 m)

In general, tracer applications are limited to durations of less than
3 months max and to less than a km.
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Conceptualization
Tracer applications are closely linked to conceptualization of
hydrological systems.

Tracer hydrology helps with the conceptualization of
complex hydrogeological and hydrological basins
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Case study

Study of a water treatment facility for a public bath: Initial
condition t=0

Study of residence time in a water treatment facility
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Study of a water treatment facility for a public bath: Initial
condition t=1
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t=2
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t=3
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t=4
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t=5
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t=6
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t=8
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t=9
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t=10
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t=11
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t=12
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t=13
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t=14
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t=15
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t=16
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t=17
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Calibration

Calibration of picture with buckets containing tracer at
different concentration
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Results

Lakes
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Rivers
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Glacier
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Tracer substances

Spectrum
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Tracer substances

Artificial tracers
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Overview of fluorescent dyes
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Dye tracer chemistry
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Tracer substances

Spectral ranges
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Tracer substances: Spectra and δλ

Excitation and emission spectra of common fluorescent
dyes
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Tracer substances

Fluorescent dyes
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Tracer substances: Naphthionate
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Tracer substances

Fluorescent dyes
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Tracer substances: Rhodamines
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Tracer substances

Dectection limits
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Measurement

Synchronous scan of excitation and emission, δλ = 25nm

Results of synchro-scan with spectral fluorometer
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Measurement of dye tracers

Separating tracers with different δλ
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Measurement of dye tracers

Wavelengths of excitation and emission of common dyes
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pH dependency (Uranine)

Chemical causes of pH dependency for Uranine, Behrens
(1986)
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Tracer properties

Criteria for the choice of tracers
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Tracer properties

Detection limits of dye tracers
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Detection limits

Spectral curves and background signals (bs) of
Naphthionate (1 mg/cm) in different waters, excitation
and emission peaks at 325 and 420 nm.
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Calibration

Calibration curve of Uranine in the range of linearity up to
a fluorescence intensity of approximately 20mg/cm
(y = 54.553x + 2.26213; R2 = 0.99) (for concentration
>0.002 mg/m3)
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pH dependency
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pH dependency
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pH dependency
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pH dependency
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pH dependency of other dye tracers
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pH dependency of other dye tracers
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pH dependency
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Making use of pH dependeny

Suppressing fluorescence when measuring two tracers
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Temperature dependency

General formula for Temperature dependency of fluorescence
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Temperature dependency

Temperature dependency of fluorescence of common dye tracers
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Temperature coefficients

Temperature coefficients of common dye tracers
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Sensitivity to light - photo-decay
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Formula for photolytic decay

I(t) = I(t=0) ∗ exp(−k∗t)

with:

• I(t): Fluorescence at time t
• I(0): Initial fluorescence
• k: Fluorescence decay constant
• t: time
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Photolytic decay

Half-life of common tracers
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Photolytic decay

Photolytic decay of various fluorescence tracers caused by
exposure to light. Left: tracer group with an excitation
maximum below circa 520 nm (1: Pyranine, 2: Uranine, 3:
Eosine, 4: naphthionate). Right: tracer group with an
excitation maximum above 520 nm (5: Rhodamine WT, 6:
Sulforhodamine B, 7: Amidorhodamine G), source:
Behrens and Teichmann, 1982; Wernli, 1986.
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Sorption of fluorescent dyes

Effect of chromatography caused by reversible adsorption
depicted in a tracer breakthrough curve. Curve A: ideal
tracer; Curve B: reactive tracer.
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Sorption of fluorescent dyes

Conceptual model of sorption processes in a
hydrogeological system.
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Sorption of fluorescent dyes

Breakthrough curves (log-scale) of ideal and non-ideal
tracers with sorption.
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Sorption of fluorescent dyes

Ideal tracers deuterium and uranine.
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Sorption of fluorescent dyes - batch experiment
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Sorption of fluorescent dyes - recovery curves

Recovery curves indicating sorption (reversible and
irreversible).
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Sorption of fluorescent dyes - flushing effects

Tracer breakthrough curve of Uranine in a sandy substrate
showing complete tracer recovery. A saturation of the
column water, B flushing effect.
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Distribution coefficient Kd
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Retardation factor

The retardation factor can be calculated with:
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Retardation factor

Retardation factors determined by batch experiments:
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Measured Retardation coefficients

Retardation coefficients determined by batch experiments:
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Summary of tracer properties

A summary of tracer toxicity was given by Behrens (2001).
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Summary of tracer properties

A summary of tracer properties indicates the most suitable fields of
application.
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Measurement
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Measurement
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Devices
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Spectral fluorometer

Perkin Elmer Spectral fluorometer
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Spectral fluorometer

Principle of measuring fluorescence with a spectral
fluorometer
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Filtre fluorometer

Filtre fluorometer GGUN for rivers
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Fibre optic fluorometer

Fibre optic fluorometer
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Fibre optic fluorometer

Principle of measuring fluorescence with a fibre optics
fluorometer
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Measurement
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Fluoro-capteurs
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Salt tracers
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Pollen and micro-spheres

Relative size of pollen and micro-spheres to pores
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Radioactive substances

Radioactive substances as artificial tracers
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Rules for tracer hydrologists

• study basin, system first: chemistry, pH
• minimize mass
• use several approaches
• use most sensitive fluorometers
• avoid rhodamine
• use only when knowledge can be gained
• combine with other methods (stable isotopes, chemistry)
• it is a time snap-shot
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